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Public Speaking and Civic Engagement
2013-01-24
promotes public speaking as a vehicle for civic engagement
public speaking and civic engagement advocates for being an
engaged citizen of democracy by communicating ideas and
information that could benefit and improve one s community it
teaches through a clear engaging narrative and uses special
features that demonstrate specific ways in which students and
citizens can use public speaking to become better citizens
mycommunicationlab is an integral part of the hogan program
key learning applications include mediashare an etext and a
study plan a better teaching and learning experience this
program will provide a better teaching and learning
experience for you and your students here s how personalize
learning mycommunicationlab is online learning
mycommunicationlab engages students through personalized
learning and helps instructors from course preparation to
delivery and assessment improve critical thinking features
that promote critical thinking such as learning objectives
and questions for review appear throughout the book engage
students tools throughout the text help students gauge their
level of communication apprehension apply ethics discussions
of ethical implications of speaker and listener choices
appear in every chapter support instructors a full set of
supplements including mycommunicationlab provides instructors
with all the resources and support they need note
mycommunicationlab does not come automatically packaged with
this text to purchase mycommunicationlab please visit
mycommunicationlab com or you can purchase a valuepack of the
text mycommunicationlab at no additional cost valuepack isbn
10 0205953956 valuepack isbn 13 9780205953950

Public Speaking and Civic Engagement 2010
for courses in public speaking public speaking the
cornerstone of democratic engagement public speaking and
civic engagement opens readers eyes to the critical role
debate plays in democracy through the context of real world
events with an emphasis on the importance of communication
the text teaches readers to effectively share insights and
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ideas listen to those of others and debate opinions
critically as part of their responsibility as democratic
citizens by exploring relevant topics such as technological
innovation economic trends and social media s impact on civic
participation the fourth edition stays up to date with the
most current trends in our society and their effect on civic
engagement the authors continue to explore longstanding
issues and their impact on civic engagement such as the
threat of terrorism in the middle east the european debt
crisis and domestic debates on healthcare immigration
environmental policy education and other contentious issues
the text demonstrates the importance of public speaking with
concrete examples in a concise and accessible format that
readers can understand and enjoy also available with
mycommunicationlab mycommunicationlab for the public speaking
course extends learning online to engage readers and improve
results media resources with assignments bring concepts to
life and offer readers opportunities to practice applying
what they ve learned please note this version of
mycommunicationlab does not include an etext public speaking
and civic engagement fourth edition is also available via
revel tm an interactive learning environment that enables
users to read practice and study in one continuous experience
note you are purchasing a standalone product mylab tm
mastering tm does not come packaged with this content
students if interested in purchasing this title with mylab
mastering ask your instructor for the correct package isbn
and course id instructors contact your pearson representative
for more information

Public Speaking and Civic Engagement,
Books a la Carte Edition 2016-01-08
tawakkol karman in the end this new world will inevitably
emerge wasteland rachel carson everywhere was a shadow of
death virtue pope francis you carry out your work inspired by
fraternal love vice steven spielberg it is all big one hate
saint lonnie ali he wanted us to use his life and his death
as a teaching moment sinner camille paglia i m sick and tired
of these new historicists with trust funds idol malala
yousafzai the extremists are afraid of books and pens
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abomination wael ghonim my online world became a battleground
filled with trolls summary 10 eloquence form thomas jefferson
we hold these truths to be self evident that all men are
created equal dramatistic symbol elizabeth cady stanton even
jesus of nazareth in these last sad days on earth felt the
awful solitude of self poetic categories the heroic dolores
ibárruri we are here your cause spain s cause is ours the
tragic robert f kennedy to tame the savageness of man and
make gentle the life of this world the comic shazia mirza
these people want to live summary glossary index

Public Speaking and Civic Engagement
2017-06-14
a truly unique introductory textbook public speaking and
democratic participation speech deliberation and analysis in
the civic realm provides a comprehensive introduction to the
basic skills involved in public speaking including reasoning
organization outlining anxiety management style delivery and
more through the lens of democratic participation it helps
students develop the skills to distinguish between productive
and unproductive public discourse participate in and lead
constructive discussions of community issues and analyze
public messages as an act of civic participation by
integrating the theme of civic engagement throughout public
speaking and democratic participation offers a direct and
inspiring response to the alarming decline in civic
participation in the u s and the climate of vindictiveness in
our current political culture it equips students with the
tools to reverse these tendencies and move toward a greater
commitment to our shared public life

Rhetorical Public Speaking 2015-10-02
debuting in its first edition advanced public speaking a
leader s guide is a comprehensive textbook designed to teach
model and serve as a speech making reference for upper level
undergraduate students this advanced student engagement
focused and flexible text offers students opportunities to
increase their speaking abilities across a variety of more
specific and complex contexts
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Public Speaking and Democratic
Participation 2019-01-11
in an era increasingly marked by polarized and unproductive
political debates this volume makes the case for a renewed
emphasis on teaching speech and debate both in and outside of
the classroom speech and debate education leads students to
better understand their first amendment rights and the power
of speaking it teaches them to work together collaboratively
to solve problems and it encourages critical thinking
reasoned and fact based argumentation and respect for
differing viewpoints in our increasingly diverse and global
society highlighting the need for more emphasis on the ethics
and skills of democratic deliberation the contributors to
this volume leading scholars teachers and coaches in speech
and debate programs around the country offer new ideas for
reinvigorating curricular and co curricular speech and debate
by recovering and reinventing their historical mission as
civic education combining historical case studies theoretical
reflections and reports on programs that utilize rhetorical
pedagogies to educate for citizenship speech and debate as
civic education is a first of its kind collection of the best
ideas for reinventing and revitalizing the civic mission of
speech and debate for a new generation of students in
addition to the editors the contributors to this volume
include jenn anderson michael d bartanen ann crigler sara a
mehltretter drury david a frank g thomas goodnight ronald
walter greene taylor w hahn darrin hicks edward a hinck jin
huang una kimokeo goes rebecca a kuehl lorand laskai tim
lewis robert s littlefield allan d louden paul e mabrey iii
jamie mckown gordon r mitchell catherine h palczewski angela
g ray robert c rowland minhee son sarah stone watt melissa
maxcy wade david weeks carly s woods and david zarefsky

Revel for Public Speaking and Civic
Engagement -- Access Card 2016-01-08
advanced public speaking a leader s guide is a comprehensive
textbook designed to serve as a speech making reference for
upper level undergraduate students now in its second edition
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this volume offers brand new classroom tested chapter
assignments updated examples and new content on speaking to
international and remote audiences an instructor s manual and
test bank are available for download on the book s companion
website offering everything from guidance in constructing a
syllabus to lecture suggestions to classroom activities this
student engagement focused and flexible text offers students
the opportunity to increase their speaking abilities across a
variety of more specific and complex contexts

Advanced Public Speaking 2017-11-08
this next generation of u s citizens has the opportunity to
shape the nation and the world with knowledge of the
foundations of citizenship and society readers can make
informed decisions and actively participate in their
community and wider government this book teaches readers
about the civics concept of civic virtues through engaging
text and colorful photographs in this book readers will learn
about the importance of contributing in class this nonfiction
book is paired with the fiction book i raise my hand isbn
9781538363324 the instructional guide on the inside front and
back covers provides vocabulary background knowledge text
dependent questions whole class activities and independent
activities

Speech and Debate as Civic Education
2017-01-12
the handbook of rhetoric and public address is a state of the
art companion to the field that showcases both the historical
traditions and the future possibilities for public address
scholarship in the twenty first century focuses on public
address as both a subject matter and a critical perspective
mindful of the connections between the study of public
address and the history of ideas provides an historical
overview of public address research and pedagogy as well as a
reassessment of contemporary public address scholarship by
those most engaged in its practice includes in depth
discussions of basic issues and controversies public address
scholarship explores the relationship between the study of
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public address and contemporary issues of civic engagement
and democratic citizenship reflects the diversity of views
among public address scholars advancing on going discussions
and debates over the goals and character of rhetorical
scholarship

Advanced Public Speaking 2018-05-25
in this book eleven teacher scholars of communication provide
a robust study of the challenges and opportunities facing
those who teach first year communication courses the first
half of the volume offers paradigmatic analyses including a
survey of the ecology of the first year course a plea to
integrate our first year courses into our research agendas a
study of the gap between scholarship and pedagogy within
rhetoric a proposal for seven core competencies to unify the
various first year communication courses and an argument for
a critical communication paradigm the second half details
innovations in classroom practice such as the teaching
techniques of social justice pedagogues team based learning
as a model for the public speaking course response and
feedback techniques in teaching public speaking at the
university of copenhagen teaching online speech as a new
course focused on the unique challenges of digital
communication and the role of oral interpretation and
performance classes in the first year curriculum finally this
volume concludes with the editor s manifesto for teaching
public speaking

Revel -- Print Offer Sticker -- For
Public Speaking and Civic Engagement
2018-07-15
a timely collection of essays by prominent scholars in the
field on the past present and future of rhetoric instruction
from isocrates and aristotle to the present rhetorical
education has consistently been regarded as the linchpin of a
participatory democracy a tool to foster civic action and
social responsibility yet questions of who should receive
rhetorical education in what form and for what purpose
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continue to vex teachers and scholars the essays in this
volume converge to explore the purposes problems and
possibilities of rhetorical education in america on both the
undergraduate and graduate levels and inside and outside the
academy william denman examines the ancient model of the
citizen orator and its value to democratic life thomas miller
argues that english departments have embraced a literary
research paradigm and sacrificed the teaching of rhetorical
skills for public participation susan kates explores how
rhetoric is taught at nontraditional institutions such as
berea college in kentucky where appalachian dialect is
espoused nan johnson looks outside the academy at the parlor
movement among women in antebellum america michael halloran
examines the rhetorical education provided by historical
landmarks where visitors are encouraged to share a common
public discourse laura gurak presents the challenges posed to
traditional notions of literacy by the computer the promises
and dangers of internet technology and the necessity of a
critical cyber literacy for future rhetorical curricula
collectively the essays coalesce around timely political and
cross disciplinary issues rhetorical education in america
serves to orient scholars and teachers in rhetoric regardless
of their disciplinary home and help to set an agenda for
future classroom practice and curriculum design

Speaking Up in Class 2010-05-10
providing a comprehensive survey of the empirical research
theory and history of public speaking this handbook fills a
crucial gap in public speaking pedagogy resources and
provides a foundation for future research and pedagogical
development bringing together contributions from both up and
coming and senior scholars in the field this book offers a
thorough examination of public speaking guided by research
across six key themes the history of public speaking the
foundations of public speaking issues of diversity equity and
inclusion considerations of public speaking across contexts
assessment of public speaking and the future of public
speaking in the twenty first century the evidence based
chapters engage with a broad discussion of public speaking
through a variety of viewpoints to demonstrate how subtopics
are connected and fraught with complexity contributors
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explore public speaking in education business and
professional settings and political contexts and outline how
skills learned through public speaking are applicable to
interpersonal small group and business interactions
reinforcing the relevance importance and significance of
public speaking in individual interpersonal social and
cultural communication contexts this accessibly written
handbook will be an indispensable resource for public
speaking instructors and program administrators it will also
be valuable reading for communication pedagogy and
introduction to graduate studies courses

The Handbook of Rhetoric and Public
Address 2018-07-26
listeners do love their pastors and they agree with the
sermon content they hear lori carrell once explained to a
group of pastors but most sermons don t ask for change and
most listeners don t experience spiritual growth as a result
of the sermon a participant responded let s get practical i
want my preaching to make a difference what changes are worth
making and how do i make them in preaching that matters lori
carrell shares answers to that question drawing on the
experiences of thousands of people preachers and their
listeners whose effort she has studied over many years in
each chapter of this book she offers research revelations
about high impact preaching that will encourage and challenge
readers to continue to grow as preachers she then links these
principles with reflective practice challenges rpcs exercises
that honor the rich experiences of pastors while opening
opportunities for self analysis spiritual introspection
conversation with a trusted other or implementation of
research based preaching recommendations the activities have
been used by hundreds of other pastors and each rpc has been
carefully selected for its demonstrated contribution to the
process of transforming sermon communication a selection of
the rpcs are available as a downloadable file e mail
resourcematerial rowman com for more information as a
communication expert carrell approaches preaching from a
sermon communication paradigm she begins with the task of
identifying the spiritually transformative purpose of the
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sermon and then explores exegeting organizing deepening and
delivering the sermon as well as listening to the listeners
and planning for continued transformation her own goal is
simple to inspire and equip clergy to make changes that will
enhance the transformative power of their preaching to
connect with others reading preaching that matters and to
find an onlne accountability partner join the book s google
communities

Teaching First-Year Communication Courses
2009-03-15
when we think about what constitutes being a good citizen
routine activities like voting letter writing and paying
attention to the news spring to mind but in citizen speak
andrew j perrin argues that these activities are only a small
part of democratic citizenship a standard of citizenship that
requires creative thinking talking and acting for citizen
speak perrin met with labor church business and sports
organizations and proposed to them four fictive scenarios
what if your senator is involved in a scandal or your police
department is engaged in racial profiling or a local factory
violates pollution laws or your nearby airport is slated for
expansion the conversations these challenges inspire perrin
shows require imagination and what people can imagine doing
in response to those scenarios depends on what s possible
what s important what s right and what s feasible by talking
with one another an engaged citizenry draws from a repertoire
of personal and institutional resources to understand and
reimagine responses to situations as they arise building on
such political discussions citizen speak shows how a rich
culture of association and democratic discourse provides the
infrastructure for a healthy democracy

Rhetorical Education In America
2024-04-18
rhetorical public speaking civic engagement in the digital
age third edition offers students an innovative approach to
public speaking by employing the rhetorical canon as a means
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of constructing artful speech in a multi mediated environment
it provides a foundation to guide students in understanding
constructing and delivering messages that address matters of
public concern this edition features contemporary as well as
historical examples to highlight key concepts and show how
rhetoric works in practice each chapter includes speech
excerpts summaries and exercises for review and retention
students of public speaking are encouraged to employ their
new skills as engaged citizens of society

The Routledge Handbook of Public Speaking
Research and Theory 2013-04-11
whistleblowing is the public disclosure of information with
the purpose of revealing wrongdoings and abuses of power that
harm the public interest this book presents a comprehensive
theory of whistleblowing it defines the concept reconstructs
its origins discusses it within the current ethical debate
and elaborates a justification of unauthorized disclosures
its normative proposal is based on three criteria of
permissibility the communicative constraints the intent and
the public interest conditions the book distinguishes between
two forms of whistleblowing civic and political showing how
they apply in the contexts of corruption and government
secrecy the book articulates a conception of public interest
as a claim concerning the presumptive interest of the public
it argues that public interest is defined in opposition to
corporate powers and its core content identified by the
rights that are all purposive for the distribution of social
benefits a crucial part of the proposal is dedicated to the
impact of security policies and government secrecy on civil
liberties it argues that unrestrained secrecy limits the
epistemic entitlement of citizens to know under which
conditions their rights are limited by security policies and
corporate interests when citizens are denied the right to
assess when these policies are prejudicial to their freedoms
whistleblowing represents a legitimate form of political
agency that safeguards the fundamental rights of citizens
against the threat of unrestrained secrecy by government
power finally the book contributes to shifting the attention
of democratic theory from the procedures of consent formation
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to the mechanisms that guarantee the expression of dissent it
argues that whistleblowing is a distinctive form of civil
dissent that contributes to the demands of institutional
transparency in constitutional democracies and explores the
idea that the way institutions are responsive to dissent
determines the robustness of democracy and ultimately its
legitimacy what place dissenters have within a society
whether they enjoy personal safety legal protection and safe
channels for their disclosure are hallmarks of a good
democracy and of its sense of justice

Preaching that Matters 2009-10-15
this book explores the growing awareness brought on by the
recent explosion of communication technology that all human
beings are citizens of the world ryan lamothe argues that
this awareness comes with an urgent need to address political
issues systems and structures at local state and
international levels that harm human beings and our one
habitat through the lens of pastoral theology lamothe
analyzes the concepts of care faith power and community as
they are related to addressing local and global problems
linked to neoliberal capitalism racism and classism

Citizen Speak 2017-06-14
in the wake of russia s annexation of crimea this volume
examines the relationship russia has with its so called
compatriots abroad based on research from belarus estonia
kazakhstan latvia and ukraine the authors examine complex
relationships between these individuals their home states and
the russian federation russia stands out globally as a
leading sponsor of kin state nationalism vociferously
claiming to defend the interests of its so called diaspora
especially the tens of millions of ethnic russians and
russian speakers who reside in the countries that were once
part of the soviet union however this volume shifts focus
away from the assertive diaspora politics of the russian
state towards the actual groups of russian speakers in the
post soviet space themselves in a series of empirically
grounded studies the authors examine complex relationships
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between russians their home states and the russian federation
using evidence from belarus estonia kazakhstan latvia and
ukraine the findings demonstrate multifaceted levels of
belonging and estrangement with spaces associated with russia
and the new independent states in which russian speakers live
by focusing on language media politics identity and quotidian
interactions this collection provides a wealth of material to
help understand contemporary kin state policies and their
impact on group identities and behaviour the chapters in this
book were originally published as a special issue of europe
asia studies

Rhetorical Public Speaking 2018-08-22
via 100 entries or mini chapters the sage 21st century
reference series volumes on communication will highlight the
most important topics issues questions and debates any
student obtaining a degree in the field of communication
ought to have mastered for effectiveness in the 21st century
the purpose is to provide undergraduate majors with an
authoritative reference source that will serve their research
needs with more detailed information than encyclopedia
entries but not as much jargon detail or density as a journal
article or a research handbook chapter

Speaking Truth to Power - A Theory of
Whistleblowing 1972
declamations were composed and orally delivered in the roman
empire by sophists or teachers of rhetoric of whom the greek
speaking libanius was one of the most distinguished stock
characters speaking may be thought of as emerging from three
developments of recent decades an explosive interest in late
antiquity a newly sympathetic interest in rhetoric including
ancient declamation and a desire to bring libanius s massive
corpus into english and other modern languages in this book
author robert j penella translates eight of libanius s
declamations 29 30 34 35 37 45 46 47 and in an appendix the
thirteenth century gregory of cyprus s response to
declamation 34 each translation is accompanied by an
introduction in which penella examines the themes structure
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and the stasis or key issue of the declamations figures who
appear in the translated declamations include a parasite who
has lost his patron a man envious of his rich neighbor a
miser s son a poor man willing to die for his city a rich war
hero accused of aiming at tyranny and a convict asking for
exile three of these declamations have appeared in german
otherwise these translations are the first into a modern
language

Federal Employment Problems of the
Spanish Speaking 1972
the public speaking playbook coaches students to prepare
practice and present speeches whether in the classroom public
sphere or in a virtual setting authors teri kwal gamble and
michael w gamble employ an interactive approach to building
skills through various exercises that allow students to
practice and improve their public speaking features such as
objectives coaching tips and new self assessments in each
section further aids student success and reinforces key
competencies the fourth edition makes this text more relevant
timely and engaging with increased coverage of recent events
and a focus on improving virtual presentation skills this
title is accompanied by a complete teaching and learning
package contact your sage representative to request a demo
learning platform courseware sage vantage is an intuitive
learning platform that integrates quality sage textbook
content with assignable multimedia activities and auto graded
assessments to drive student engagement and ensure
accountability unparalleled in its ease of use and built for
dynamic teaching and learning vantage offers customizable lms
integration and best in class support it s a learning
platform you and your students will actually love learn more
assignable video with assessment assignable video available
in sage vantage is tied to learning objectives and curated
exclusively for this text to bring concepts to life watch a
sample video now lms cartridge import this title s instructor
resources into your school s learning management system lms
and save time don t use an lms you can still access all of
the same online resources for this title via the password
protected instructor resource site learn more
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Federal Employment Problems of the
Spanish Speaking 1972
given the fierce urgency of now this important book confronts
and addresses key problems and questions of political
theology with the aim of proposing a radical political
theology for the anthropocene age lamothe invites readers to
think and be otherwise in living lives in common with all
other human beings and other than human beings that dwell on
this one earth

Federal Employment Problems of the
Spanish Speaking 2018-10-31
there is a flourishing literature on citizenship education in
china that is mostly unknown in the west liberal political
theorists often assume that only in democracy should citizens
be prepared for their future responsibilities yet citizenship
education in china has undergone a number of transformations
as the political system has sought to cope with market
reforms globalization and pressures both externally and
within the country for broader political reforms over the
past decade chinese scholars have been struggling for
official recognition of citizenship education as a key
component of the school curriculum in these changing contexts
this book analyzes the citizenship education issues under
discussion within china and aims to provide a voice for its
scholars at a time when china s international role is
becoming increasingly important

Pastoral Reflections on Global
Citizenship 2021-05-13
the sage handbook of rhetorical studies surveys the latest
advances in rhetorical scholarship synthesizing theories and
practices across major areas of study in the field and
pointing the way for future studies edited by andrea a
lunsford and associate editors kirt h wilson and rosa a
eberly the handbook aims to introduce a new generation of
students to rhetorical study and provide a deeply informed
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and ready resource for scholars currently working in the
field

The Russian-speaking Populations in the
Post-Soviet Space 2009-05-15
examines the rhetoric in and around the new york state asylum
for idiots in syracuse from 1854 to 1884 in the nineteenth
century language rather than biology created what we think of
as disability much of the rhetorical nature of idiocy and
even intelligence itself can be traced to the period when the
new york state asylum for idiots in syracuse first opened in
1854 memorialized today as the first public school for people
considered feeble minded or idiotic the asylum school pupil
is a monumental example of how education attempts to mold and
rehabilitate one s being zosha stuckey demonstrates how all
education is in some way complicit in the urge to normalize
the broad unstable and cross cultural category of people with
disabilities endures an interesting relationship with
rhetoric education speaking and writing stuckey demystifies
some of that relationship which requires new modes of inquiry
and new ways of thinking and she calls into question many of
the assumptions about embodied differences as they relate to
pedagogy history and public participation there is no other
single work quite like this one stuckey makes an original
contribution to rhetorical studies to disability history and
to a history of special education cynthia lewiecki wilson
coeditor of disability and mothering liminal spaces of
embodied knowledge

21st Century Communication: A Reference
Handbook 2023-01-09
educating for critical democratic literacy educates pre and
in service elementary school teachers in teaching four key
civics concepts through social studies and literacy
integration written together by both literacy and social
studies experts it is based on a conceptual revision of the
notions of civic education and critical literacy called
critical democratic literacy cdl the authors dual expertise
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allows them to effectively detail the applications of their
knowledge for teachers from lesson conception to
implementation to assessment part i explains the theory and
basic principles of cdl and provides background information
on the role of democracy in education part ii consists of
four sample lessons designed using the national council for
the social studies ncss c3 framework and the common core
state standards for english language arts css ela standards
part iii includes a primer explaining the four civic concepts
that frame the book fully aligned to both the ccss ela and
ncss c3 framework this timely resource provides future and
current teachers with specific lessons and tools as well as
the skills to develop their own rigorous integrated units of
study

Stock Characters Speaking 2022-12-08
when lyndon b johnson signed the bilingual education act of
1968 language learning became a touchstone in the emerging
culture wars nowhere was this more apparent than in los
angeles where elected officials from both political parties
had supported the legislation and where the most disruptive
protests over it occurred the city with its diverse
population of latinos and asian americans is the ideal locus
for zevi gutfreund s study of how language instruction
informed the social construction of american citizenship
combining the history of language instruction school
desegregation and civil rights activism as it unfolded in
japanese american and mexican american communities in l a
this timely book clarifies the critical and evolving role of
language instruction in twentieth century american politics
speaking american reveals how for generations language
instruction offered a forum for angelino educators to
articulate their responses to policies that racialized access
to citizenship from the national origins immigration quotas
of the progressive era through congress s removal of race
from these quotas in 1965 meanwhile immigrant communities
designed language experiments to counter efforts to limit
their liberties gutfreund s book is the first to place the
experiences of mexican americans and japanese americans side
by side as they navigated debates over americanization
programs intercultural education school desegregation and
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bilingual education in the process the book shows these
language experiments helped angelino immigrants introduce
competing concepts of citizenship that were tied to their
actions and deeds rather than to the english language itself
complicating the usual top down approach to the history of
racial politics in education speaking american recognizes the
ways in which immigrant and ethnic activists as well as white
progressives and conservatives have been deeply invested in
controlling public and private aspects of language
instruction in los angeles the book brings compelling
analytic depth and breadth to its examination of the social
and political landscape in a city still at the epicenter of
american immigration politics

The Public Speaking Playbook 2021-11-18
actions speak louder than words is a systematic qualitative
study offering in depth and detailed portraits of teachers
engaged in social action projects as part of the regular
classroom curriculum

A Radical Political Theology for the
Anthropocene Era 2013-10-15
this book brings together the voices of a variety of women on
some of the critical issues of the times women organising in
their own communities in trade unions and in political
organisations violence against women and personal struggles
regarding relationships lobola lesbianism and abortion

Citizenship Education in China 2009

The SAGE Handbook of Rhetorical Studies
2014-10-08
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